INTRODUCTION	ri
splash—bucks leading in single file, does following in
a small cohort; and there are the gnarled oaks with
antique roots twisting through the bank, mirrored in
pools to which the water slides over sandstone slabs and
through runnels. On the left hand, under the spread
of more oaks, chestnuts, wych-elms, with vistas of
woodland film and of fern over which rise antlers of the
herd, and over which, with no stretch of imagination,
we can still see the crooks of Phebe and Silvius moving,
beribboned, decorated to a model old as Sicily. Just as
easily can we see Audrey, William and Sir Oliver
Martext blundering into the landscape.
To put it shortly, he who knows Arden has looked into
the heart of England and heard the birds sing in the
green midmost of a moated island. Herein possibly
lies the reason why, of all Shakespeare's plays, As You
Like It has never crossed the Channel, to be understood
by Continent sanctioners, readers, critics. An American
visitor to Europe is reported as having said that, while
many sights were wonderful, two struck him dumb,
so many miles were they beyond promise or expectancy.
The first the array of Velasquez canvases at Madrid; the
second, the exuberant, almost violent rush of leaf, song,
green beauty in our May-time. To men of Shake-
speare's generation, after winter's necessary hardship,
the transformation, the miracle, must have been yet
more surprising. But we at any rate have known it,
and our point is here that continental critics who have
not seen the phenomenon or heard the birds singing
through it, cannot understand this particular play. They
have their own spring-tide, and following seasons: but
not just this. The Germans especially are like the Wise
Men of Gotham, 'all at seainabowl.' Theyaresailing, in
a bowl, on perilous seas of which they possess no chart.
Fortunately for the mirth of Shakespeare's countrymen
they now and again cancel each other out. Let us set the
solemn Ulrici and the solemn Gervinus side by side.

